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In September 1973, two junior kindergarten class,ps at GenerAIL-
_-

Mercer Public School began in a different way.. :ruitead of being greeted
-------..

N.

with the usual "Hello, come in," or "Good morning,".,the incoming children

heard the familiar sounds of Italian, their mother tongue. They. did.

not have to leave behind the lfnguage they were most familiar with just

because ,they had reached the classroom door.

These children were part of an experimental project,. an

Italian transitional kindergarten pragramme with a bilingual teacher

and a bilingual teaching assistant. The programme is designed to run

for the two years of kindergarten (junior and senior). It begins with

the teacher speaking mainly Italian to the children. During the two

years of transition the use of the mother tongue means that the introduction

of new concepts need not be delayed merely because a word is not yet in

a child's English vocabulary. At the same time English is introduced

gradually with the intention that by the third year of school (i.e. Grade 1),

the pupils will be ready to enter a regular programme where they may.

begin to read and write in English.

This programme developed as a result of various pressures both

from the'ethnic community and from educators. Parents from various ethnic

communities in Toronto have becrme increasingly vocal in recent years

about the right to maintain their language, and the school's responsibility

to aid their children in this goal.

* The reader wanting more information is asked to
#122, Shapson & Purbhoo (1973) which includes a
review about the issues of bilingualism, second
and the present situation in Toronto concerning
programmes.

refer to Research Report
comprehensive literature
language programmes,
minority language
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Educators have found that students coming toischool

without sufficient command of thr language of. instruction (i.e. English

have in many ways been at a disadvantage. Some of them even felt

that immigrant children were intellectually :inferior since they did

not advance through the educational system at this average rate. In

many areas., these ch41,4ren were viewed.as problem's that the school had

to cops with. Only more recently has it been recognized that the

acaiemic 'failure of children from erlInic communities might result from

other factors such as alienation, anomie, low self-concept or more

basically, not knowing the dominant language and not being a membsr of

the dominant culture (Zirkel & Greene 1971; Meyerson, 1969; Ramirez,

1910, 1973).

Academic failure for these reasons was surely avoidable and

iadependent of ,academic ability (though not of achievement). Bilingual

education programmes acknowledged and used the child's mother tongue

to -improve this situation, Gudschinsky (1971) has documented some early

examples of successful second language programmes. Modiano (1966) also

showed that a child will rend better in the dominant national language

if he is first tatight to read in his mother tongue. Other advantages

of second language programmes have been higher self-concepts (Skoczylas,

1972; Zirkel, 1972) and an increased number of contacts between the

parents and the schools (Cordova, 1.970).

Thus it was not surprising that T. Grande, a Toronto teacher,

proposed that ethnic children be introduced to the educational system

through the medium of their mother tonue. He hoped thereby to reduce

the academic failure'which he himself found ,4,id1y typical of too many

non-English-speaking pupils. Grande suggested that use be made of the

child's presec!ool linguistic and cultural experiences to advance his

ability to s'eak, read and write in English.



To meet this objective, Grande proposed' that phochildren

..:begin school with a bilingual teacher and assistant who Would introduce

curriculum content in the native language.while the,children were

learning the English language. lased on the resultS-.of, Modiano's (1966)

-study be also felt that reading and writing should be introduced in

the cfiild's mother tongue Reading and writing in Eqglish would begin

lai:er, and shortly afterwards, the traditional all English programme

would be followed. In Grande's own words:

"The child would be introduced to reading and writing
in his mother tongue while at the.same time ore
language development in English would be accelerated
in an atmosphere that is relatively secure from the
point of view of the child It is anticipated that-
the pace of learning to read and write English will
be considerably accelerated due to the fact that'
pupils have grasped the principles of reading and
writing in the mother tongue, until the students
will be functioning better, or at least as well as,
their English- speaking age-mates."*

In the Spring of 1913, a report on the feasibility, financial

and legal implications of implementing foreign languages programmes in

elementary schools was presented to the Toronto Board of Education by

the Educating New Canadians Committee. Among the items considered in___

this report was Grande's proposal for a "Transition Programme for Young

Children."
**

As it turned out, Grande's proposal could not be accepted

in its original form because the introduction of reading and writing in

the mother tongue would not be in accordance with the language require-

* Grande's proposal, "A Transitbn Prc:Tramme for Young Children."
Action Profile No. 4, Inner City Schools Work Group, February, 1973,
is presented in Appendix A.

* * The relevant section of the report of the Educating New Canadians
Committee (April 26, 1973) is presented in Appendix A.
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*writs of the Schools Administration Act . This aspect of his proposal,

had to be amended before the programme could gibe implemented; reading and
1

writing would therefore begin in English. Although this had been one of

Crande's major`:specifications, he accepted the modifization.
ti

The Board approved the special programme as modified in the report

from the Educating New:Canadians Committee and adopted a seL of guidelines

for consIderation of proposals for programmes in languages other than English
bt *and French at the elementary school level

*
. The method proposed by the Board

for the operation of this transition programme was outlined as follows:

"(a, chat a bilingual teacher instruct the children
for -two years.
(b) th,,t a bilingual lay assistant _remain with the
enildren for two years.
(c) that the children be of similar linguistic and
cultural background.
.(d) that the ethnic community be involved in the
operation of the program.
(e) that oral instruction be in the children's
mother tongue initially.
(f) that therpbe a research component involved in
the program.

(g) that the regular pupil-teacher ratio be maintained
in the junior kindergarten.
(h) that the program be of a developmental nature.
(i) that ennic resource materials be used, such as
books and films at a minimal budget increase."

(Minutes of the Board, May 3, 1973,
p. 316)

In some ways, the programme woui.1 resemole the regular kinder-

,
garten programme. The pupil-teacher ratio would be the same in

junior kindergarten, and the programme would be based on principles of

* According to Section 21, Subsection (el of the Schools Administration
Act, no languages other than English and French are to be used for
purposes of instruction. The relevant subsection of this Act is
also contained as part of the report of tho Educating New Canadians
Committee in Appendix A.

** The Board Minutes are presented in Appendix A.
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child development. Furthermore, very-little additional expense should

be incirred. By relying heavily on oral 1,netruction in the mother

tongue, the use, of ethnic books, records, films and community invo.,ve-.

-ment, the programme would be different. The Board also:asked-that- a

research component be tied to the.programme to aid in its evaluation.

Late'in June, 1973, the Ministry of.Education approved the
.,

modified version of the programme Its A twu-year pilot project. ,Shortly_

thereafter, Italian was chosen as the language of instruction, General.

Mercer as the school for its implementation.

During the Summer of 1973, all 'Italian-speaking parents who

had children enrolled in junior kindergarten at General Mercer were

invited to attend a meeting at the school about the experimental transition

programme.' From the initial show of hands it appeared that interest

would be sufficient to introduce two separate classes (a morning and

an afternoon section). At first, some parents misunderstood the nature

of the programme, thinking :.hat. it would teach Italian. After these

misconceptions were straightened out, parent interest seemed to. be as

great as before. A number of parents decided to enrol their children

in the programme immediateli following the meeting. Others waited until

they discussed it further at home. A bilingual Leacher and lay assistant

were assigned to the project. The teacher's summer preparations included

working oa plans for the programme in conjunction with consultants from

the Kindergarten Department and collecting materials, suchsps books and

records in Italian.

9



RMARCH.ACTIVITIES_

1

The. Research Department's involvement with the transition

programme actually began in earnegt after its implementation. In

tracing the background information, it is apparent that:the programme

was introduced as a practical experiment and not as a fully controlled

rasearch project. In reviewing the literature on second language

PriPgrammes.(Shapson41 Purbhop,_1973 Research Report #122), it was'

diecoyered that. this has been the case with the, majority of similar

programmes which have been implemented elsewhere. Since the only

enrance requirement for students was a common Italian background,

initially there could be great variations in the students' ability to

speak and understand English (and/or Italian). Since a significant part

of tne programme's organization and implementation was open to the inter-t
o

pretatien of the teacher, it would be important to indicate the way thp.

two languages were used in the classroom. Research.activities were

conceived to provide not only an evaluation but, perhaps more important

in the initial phase, to document ehe goals of the programme-and.to.-

describe both the programme itself and the students in it.

A Statemear of the Programmeb Goals

Although there has been no document which provides a clear

statement of the programme's goals, the following may be inferred from

*
Grande's original proposal and from the Board's guidelines of May 3, 1973 .

1. To help the ethnic child learn to read and write in English.

2. To introduce the same concepts and curricular material as in
a .:egular prograome, i.e. there would be no delay merely because
a word 13 not yet 1.1 the child's English vocabulary.

3. To make the child's overall adjustement to school more comfortable.

* The pertinent materials are preserted in Appendix A.
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4. To make theparentss involvement in the child's education
easier by_ rellying partly on them fvr help in the classroom
and as sources of ethnic materials.

I

It should be pointed out that maintaining or teaching the

Italian language were not direct-aim of the programme. Nonetheless,

because of the heavy reliance on instruction in Italian, these outcomes

could develop indirectly. The prograxnnte is therefore accurately

summarized by the term "transiticn," since the mother tongue is used

only as atemporary bridge to aid the understanding of and instruction

in English.

It was

Informal Observations,

ecided that informal observations of the classroom

and discussions wlith the teacher would prolOe the best source of

descriptive infoimatton. The observer made notes and tape recorded

a number of sessions, paying particular attention to the language

behaviour of the children and the teacher.

Bath the teacher and her assistant were born in Italy, spoke

both English and Italian fluently, and had experience with priory age

children though not at the junior kindergarten level. The teacher had

studied the Italian language formally and was familiar with the formal

or standard form of the language, while the assistant spoke Calabresi,

one of the more common Italian dialects. This minimized any difficulties

in communicating with all of the children whose backgrounds consisted

of various dialects and the formal Italian. Both teacher and assistant

could and did switch freely between English and Italian as the need

arose for particular children.,



Even though one. might anticipate some problems in teacher-pupil

conversations- especially if standard Italian and dialect were

used,. there were in fact no such difficulties. One important factor

may be that much cop municationiwith young children is essentially none

verbal. It turned out that standard Italian, dialect and English were all used

quite freely, and translation was rarely needed to clear up misunder-

standings.

In class, the use of languages very quickly reflected the

variety of lingaiisriqibackgrounds and competencies represented. To

",the uninitiated, t:;might sound very confusing since one language

was never heard for long before another was used. A child might

begin a thought in English,.then switch to Italian if the words weren't

coming fast enough, or vice versa! For example, after the teacher

finished reading a story, one girl requested, "Lees....uh, let's laatm

again." Switching to Italian in the middle of the sentence, then back

to English, allowed her to complete her thought even tnough she could

not think of the word "read"'in English. Another pupil when asked,

"What is this?" very quickly responded, "Castagna." "Itossd'and"red"

would be h rd simultaneously whenever the colour name was called for,

whether the request had come in Italian or English.

The teacher's use of language depended very much on the

individual she was speaking with. She might ask a question of the whole

class in Italian, receive an answer in English, and then continue in

English with that individual, or begin in English and change to Italian.

In other words, choice of language was always spontaneous; no one was

ever boxed into using )ne langlage

Of course this pattern did undergo some transition throughout

the first year. !nitillly, the teacher relied mainly on Italian to speak

4 dr)



-With-thp-enttre eldss.to-ensure_thAt all elthe stuuen4s would be

-involved.: Stories, sengS:atid-diSCueslmi, the timei:when the entire

class wasInvolved in the same activity, were conducted, almost solely

in Italian. Language changes nonetheless were frequent,1Doth among --

the. children and the teacher. Often the teacheraed the .second

language,kEnglish OrzItallanY to expand.o.r.extend an answer given in

the first. English began.to increase in frequency gradually as the

children learned more, and by the end Of the first school year, the

majority of group time was already in English! Some children, Owever,

stillfeit more at ease speaking ftalian and used English minimally

during these_periuds. Stories were also told in English. while ;both

English and ,Italian, songs had become favouiiites.

A typical day's activities (either morning or afternoon) could

be outlined as follows: as soon as the children had arrived, they all

assembled t.:lith the teacher for a group discussion period in which any

child could show or tell something to the others. This period usually
7.>

-lasted until as many who wanted had contributed, and ended with each

child choosing an activity centre. The choice here was wide; some children

were forced to take their second or third choice if a predesignated

number of other children were already .at the more popular centres.' The

small size of the ,i.assroom made some of these restrictions necessary

and everyone accepted the limitations readily. Thy only selections

which diffort!ci from . .e in regular kindergarten classes in Toronto

schools were the tvailability of Italian books and records. All other

activities .were specifically ianguagerelated only to the extent that

lani!trh!.e tIod children involved. Towards the end of this

Activity perio! tie children were sLved juice and cookies in small



After cleaning up.following the first activity period, the,

'children reassembled for a story with discussion. Again, they were

free to comment, and ask or answer questions in the language of their

choice:. , The rest of the day-was taken up with outdoor play or gym, a

, brief rest time, another shorter activity period with the same,options

as the first,'and a final group assembly for songs befJre going home.

/Jhe exact timing, sequence and even presence of Tay one of

these'events was, of course, flexible and changed to accommodate

special circumstances.'

This structure then provided two very different types of

events for the pupils, groupdiscussions and individual activity periods.

The importance of the,common cultural and linguistic background became

apparent in both settings. During group conversations, various experiences

common to the Italian-Canadian culture could be discussed meaningfully.

For example, all the children knew about gardens, tomato picking and

making tomato sauces, the topic of one morning conversation period.

During individual activity periods, especially in the house centre, a

favourite pastime was weddings, a significant part of all of these

children's backgrounds.

Language usage, however, seemed to differ in group and individual

settings. Although Italian was frequently heard during the group periods,

English seemed to dominate during the activity sessions. The reasons

for this discrepancy are not known. One responsible factor may be the

type of dialogue which occurs in each setting. While playing, very

few children, if any, were expressing ideas or telling a story as was the

case in the group sessions. Instead, the dialogue was simpler, and

within he 'English vocabulary range of almost everyone.
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Selection of a Comparison Group

in_order to provide a broad base of comparison (or reference)

to aid in the descriptive and evaluative process, students from two

other schOolS were selected. Both' schools had the same general socio-

economic level, were in the same part of the City, and had theAame

general ethnic composition (proportion of Italian, English and non-

Italian, non-English-speaking children) as did General Mercer PublAc

School. From each reference school, one class (either morning or

afternoon) in which approximately half the students were Italian-speak-

ingwas needed to provide a sample size comparable to the experimental

group's size. In one school, however, it was necessary to include

two afternoon classes in order to provide the number of Italian children

desired. In all comparison classes, English-speaking children were

very much a minority group, and most of the data collection therefore

was from children whose native language was not English.

Prior to collecting any data, all classrooms were visited by

the observer to establish rapport with the children and to minimize

the distraction provided by the additional adult in the class. This

strategy proved to he very successful, and children soon resumed their

regular uninhibited play activities in the presence of the observer.

Classroom observation was among the research activities under-

taken in the first year of the experimental programme. Other events

consisted of v4abulary testing in English and Italian, teacher ratings

of the pupils' language development, and a questionnaire completed

by parents of the Italian-speaking children. All these instruments

are presented in Appendix A. Since it was not desirable either for

'lie pupils (1r he teacher to overwhelm ..he class with tests, these

4 r"
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different techniques of collecting data were selected to provide

. information about background, progress, and adjustement to school. Thus,

the effects of disrupting routines and the effects of the lack of test

sophistication of four-year-olds were minimized. In addition, these

procedures did not require the we of English on the part of the

pupils.

Classrsoom'Observations: Croup Discussion Periods

The observation schedule was devised to correspond with the

major divisions in the daily procedure:: of the classes: group discussion

and activity periods. Participation in group discussions was recorded

in the following way: during each of the two groups periods, informal

show and tell and story time, one-half of the class, either girls or

boys, was observed, and the name of anyone who spoke during this session

was written doWn in the appropriate space. Distinctions were made between

Italian and English contributions as well as whether the child was

contributing spontaneously or in- response to a question from the teacher.

Questions addressed to an individual or to the entire class were not

separated, partly because the individual asked was not always the one

to answer.

A final category was included for the remarks which could not'

readily he heard di tinetly as Italian or English. Although most

remarks could he classified easily, this additional category was useful

for some one-word answers or for the children whose speech was unclear.

oi course the group ,:bservations in the comparison classes had only

the spontaneou,-:er-rsponse breakdown :3_:iLL the Englih language

was always used.

4 c
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Individual names were only recorded once in any one category

in order to give the reticent or non-communicative talkers as much,

credit as the more verbose individuals. Although one name might,

appear six times on the. General Mercer schedule but only twice on

the others, in the scoring scheme, no single pupil was counted

more than once per day of observation.

.Primary teachers often express concern about their ethnic

pupils who are silent in class (Slaato Kielland, 1973; Henderson &

;Silverman, 1973). The kindergarten curriculum in Toronto (Early Child-

hood Education, Kindergarten Department, Toronto Board of Education)

devotes a great aeal of attention to the importance of speech in group

situations. Talking may therefore be viewed as an important signal

that the child feels comfortable in a group setting and may also

indicate that he feels his own thoughts are significant enough to

contribute. It might be viewed as a measure of self-esteem and self-

confidence. Increases in self-concept have been direct results of

second language programmes (Zirkel, 1972). If, however, a child does

not know the language of the group, it will be very difficult for him

to express himself. The availability of his mother tongue should ease

this problem; the individual should be able to talk more freely and

more individuals should be able to contribute.

In other words, more pupils would be/expected to participate when

Lhey can use their mother, tongue. A direct test of this hypothesis was mad::

possible from the data collected through two comparisons: the proportion

of the children who spoke in the two different programmes, and the

proportion who spoke in English only in the Italian class, compared with

the total proportion of the regular classes who participated.
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In addition to the recording of the verbal participation, the

duration of each .group session was also noted. A pOssible source of

bias emerged from this data: the average length of the group sessions

at General. Mercer was.greater than in the comparison classes. Since

theoretically there should be a greater opportunity to talk if enough,

time were allotted, it might he expected that more children would

participate because of the longer time periods. An argument can and

should be made for ignoring the time factor, based on the observations

of these periods.

In all classes the discussion periods were not of a pre-.

determined length. Instead, they continued until no.more children had

anything to say, making the time dependent on the number of participants.

Furthermore, the length' of an utterance was not a significant factor in

the collection of' the data, and it would be possible and reasonable to

have as many children speaking in five as in fifteen minutes.

Making the comparisons mentioned above confirmed that the

availability of the Italian language did bring a significantly larger

Proportion of the class into the group conversations, .592 at Gene-!..al

Mercer, compared with only .425 inthe remaining classes . When verbal

participation in English alone was considered, the proportions of the

experimental and reference groups observed talking did not differ.

This finding suggests yet another interpretation for the time differences:

being less fluent in English, the children would produce fewer and

shorter utterances on the average and therefore the result was shorter

group periods. Most of the students in the comparison classes it should

he recalle,!, did not hn-,! ,i!sh as their mot` ,,?: tongue.

* Detailed Ind .e ;n1 t ; ovidc!ci App adix
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LaserLYclassro(mIs:MAlvitPeriods

On the Same days that these group observations were made,

in the late Fall, an individual Observation schedule was used during

the activity periods. Visits to the classroom continued until every

student had been observed once for thirty minutes at the beginning

of an activity period. Since each activity period lasted for at least

half an hour, no observations had to be interrupted prematurely.

An added advantage of this samplipg met..od was that pupils were generally

not watched at the end of a session when they became more restless, and

yet the time was long enough that most had taken part in more than one

activity, giving a broad range of behaViours.

The individual classroom schedule, presented in Appendix B,

consisted of two parts used in the following way; for each activity

period, a different set of two or three individuals was selected in

order from a randomly sequenced class list. Absentees were interchanged

with students who would. have been selected in the next scheduled day.

of observation.

The first part, a modified sociogram, a plan of activity areas in

each class, provided a description of the movement of the selected individuals

around the classroom. It showed the activities engaged in, and significant

contacts with peers and with adults. Supplementary notes were kept to

fill in details where necessary, and at the end of half an hour, a summary

was made of whether the individuals had been playing with or beside

their peers (i.e. engaged in cooperative versus parallel play) or were

playing alone; whether they had been icr.olved in their activity, or were

often distracted; and whether they relied on adult attention throughout

their task.

4.9
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In the second part, a rating form, five distinct categories

were recorded: asking for activity, i.e. did the individuals request

'activitiel verbally or use gestures; initiating activity, .i.e. did-
.

they initiate their own activities or did they need help; peer

interaction, i.e. did they init.;.ate play with peers or interact negatively;

verbal peer interaction, i.e. did they avoid talking or talk freely and

quietlylor excitedly; and finally, were they able to accept and follow

classroom limitations or rules of procedure..

Although many other aspects could have been mepsured ,

the schedule was restricted mainly to those items which could be

affected by the language and cultural homoAeneity,of the experimental

class. It was felt that classroom interactions, both verbal end other,

were the chief variables of interest. Specifically, it might be expected.

that children would play together and talk together more during activities

if they had a common language base.

In practice, this was not the case. if should be recalled that

the dominant language used by students during activity periods was English.

When the exr,rimental and comparison groups were compared on all aspects

of the observation schedule no differences were found. In general,

chi-square analyses were performed on frequency tables for each

observed category. From the sociograms, the following comparisons

were made: the number )f discrOte activities engaged in during

the half hour, the division of this number b,ween "group" and "individual"

*
activities , type of peer interactions, distractibility, number of contacts

with adults. Other categories examined were those listed on the observe-

tion form (Appendix 6).

* Group activities were those which lend themselves toward cooperative
plav or playing toz(ther, e.g., dill centre, sand, wlter play, blocks.
Individua. afti.ties wer-3. more obviousli engayA in by single persons,

flock
-,: e.g., readir. .(177.Je, m)st crafts, rec rds.
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The modal activity perio4 behaviour observed may be described

as follows. Pupil6 took part in three or more self-selected activities,

approximately evenly divided between group and individual centres. They

moved directly between ceLtrcs and we:e not,- readily distracted during

any particular activity. Most play groups were small, two or three

children playing calmly beside one another, but talking freely and

quietly in a friendly way. Very few special types of peer interaction

were observed, either positive, e.g., initiating play with others, or

negative, e.g., fighting or rejecting peers. Violation of classroom

limitations was infrequent. Within the thirty minute interval, pupil-

'adult interactions were frequent, most pupils having three or more such

contacts.

It proved difficult to compare the type of activity requesting

behaviour engaged in by the pupils since on most occasions, all

students moved directly to their centres as opposed to being aiked

one at a time where they would like to play. Both verbal and gestural

communication, however, was observed in all classrooms .

Various intel'sretations could be applied to the similarity

of interaction patterns in the two groups of classrooms. The most

logical may be that children are very much unaware of differences between

languages and communicate quite naturally and easily in any way they are

able (Swain, 1971). The labels "Italian" and "English" do not yet have any

meaning for them. A request from a visitor to "say it in Italian" drew

only a confused expression. For the same reasons, children are not

readily impeded -v the language barriers which adults often feel.

* See Appendix C for detailed results.
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As for the interection in play, m' kir-year-olds engage

in raralJerrather than cu- operative play, tte ,ormer being less

dependent up6'n languape.

In general. it nay safely be concluded that the Italian

kindergarten programme has not negatively influenced classroom inter-

actions.

Language and CompTehension: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

While classroom observation way in progress, the vocabulary

testing in Italian was stetted. For this measure, the first sixty items

of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test were translated into Italian,

together with all the instructions. The Peabody was selected because

it xequire non-verbal responses, assumes.only minimal test sophistication,

and,has no time constraints .

In general, the suggested administration procedures were

followed except that. the children were all tested in the classroom

ratite.: than alone,in a separate room. The test became an accepted part

of the activity period, with most children quite eager to participate.

Children were not withdrawn from the classroom partly on the teacher's

advice that too many of them would be afraid and anxious to leave

the classroom setting with an adult and partly to minimize the adverse

effects of a completely unfamiliar testing situation. It was decided that

despite distraction resulting from the classroom setting children would

likely perform better when they felt at ease.

Since the same procedure was used for all the children tested,

and since the test was used as an indicator of vocabulary rather than

the traditional intelligence quotient, valid comparisons 'could still

"2* Each test item required the child to select by pointing, the one of
four pictures on a page which represented the work spoken by the.tester.
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be made. The length of each session ranged from five to twenty minctes,

depending on the number of items correctly answered. All of the Italian

teats were campleted, before testing in Unglish began, because of thL

availability of a bilingual tester,

The Italian version of the Peabody was expected to be more

difficult than the corresponding English items for the children involved,

since most of them had been.exposed only to dialect; however, to account

for every different language background represented in the .sample would

require an unreasonable number of different tests. Instead, n standard

form w!..s uses', cultural bias was uniform, and the very unfair items

could be sorted out afterwards through an item-by-itew analysis,

The standard Peabody test was used as an indicator of vocabulary

level in English. Most of the children were more than eager to play

the picture game again and some wanted to :.repeat it even a third and

fourth time. Each Italian child was tested with both Form A end B,

one in Italian, the other in English. Forms were assigned randomly

to the children before jesting was started.

When results were compared for the General Mercer and the

comparison classes, the similarity of performance was somewhat surprising.

A

The children at General Mercer did not score significantly diTferently

from the Italian-speaking comparison children on the Italian version

(18.53 versus 17.19 respectively) , nor on the English vocabulary test

(26.83 and 27.38 respectively). Furthermore, the English performance

of General Mercer students (26.83) did not differ from that of all the

non-English-speaking background children in the reference classes (27.25).

* See Appendix C for detailed results.
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The only difference. emerging was between the native speakers of

english in the comparison group and the General Mercer students, the

former attaining higher sccres, 46.50 on the average.

In other words, the General Mercer children at the mid-point

of their first year in the programme were at the same level of under-

standing of the English lahgauge as were the children of similar back-

grounds in regular all-English classrooms!

The diftieulties anticipated with the Italian version of the

Peabody were confirmed in the results. As a group, the Italian children

obtained lower scores in Italian than in English, possibly for the

reasons mentioled tier. The fact that English vocabulary was always

tested after Italian would predict some advantage for English scores

(Zigle, Abelson & Seitz, 1973) but does not explain the overall

depression of Italian scores.

Specific language background information, available for all

the children at General Mercer, was used to separate the students into

dialect ver=i 6Latidard Italian-speaking groups. Statistical comparisons of

O
their mean Peabody scores (17.1 for the Italian-speaking children, 18.9 for the

dialect-speaking pupils), indicated clearly that the presence of a-

dialect background did not hinder performance in any way, as had been

anticipated. The reasons for the generally low scores MU5t therefore

lie elsewhere. Translation may have increased the level of difficulty

of individual items for all students taking the test. A similar effect

of translation has been documented by Macnamara (1966).

Ratings of Laniludze Deveiument

Further indication of the language development of the children

was provided by the final two measures collected in the Spring: teacher
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.

questionnaires and parent euestionnairea. In all classes, toachera,

rated their Italian background pupils on the five language questions of

the California Preschool Social Competency Scale and on the language

section of the. Teachers' Rating Questionnaire (Pall Questionnaire,

kindergarten form
*
). In the experimental class, the teacher filled

in two sets of forms, one for English, the other for Italian language
.

development. In the comparison classes, the Evelish sets were completed.

Competency and Teachers' Rating Questionnaire scores were

compared separately because they measure different types of skills. The

competency scores indicate the ability to understand the language and

to use it to communicate wants. The Teachers' Rating Questionnaire,

on the other hand, measures the sophistication,of language use in

class with respect to various aspects of the child's environment. Con-

ceivatly a child could perform well on one and not on the other, especially

since understanding precedes usage.

The General Mercer group was rated lower by their teacher on the

English competency scale than the comparison children (11.78 and 14.81 were

the mean scores respectively.
**

On the Teachers' Rating Questionnaire their

scores were not different, 21.05 and 21.38 respectively. The mean scores

assigned to the General Mercer group on the Italian versions of the

competency and the rating scales were 17.33 and 27.60 respectively. That

is, the General Mercer children were rated higher in their language ability

in Italian than in inglish on both measures, when comparing their Italian

scores with their own English scores and with the English scores of the

comparison students.

unce again, despite the fact that the pupils at General Mercer spent

much of their school time exposed to the Italian language, they are pro-

gressing in English as well.

* Hoth questionnaire are shown in Appendix B.

** Sc* Appendix C for further details of these results.

9t-
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Combining vocabulary and teacher rating informationwovides

a description of each child's language balance. That is, ishe clearly

dominant in Italian over English or vice versa, or does he have

approximAtely balanced ability in the,two languages: Consistently

higher scores in one language over the other would indidate dominance,

whereas balanced ability would be nuggested by approximately equal

scores, taking into account that Italian 1.1'oeabulary scores were low.

According to the teacher ratings, 60% of the General Mercer

students fell into the "dominant in Italian" category, 32.5% were

judged to have"balanced ability': and only 7.5% were rated as"dominant

in English: In contrast, vocabulary test scores classified 43.2% as

"dominant in English? 35.1% as having"balanced ability: and only 21.6%

asudominant in Italian': almost a complete reversal of the above pattern.

At least three explanations help to resolve this discrepancy: the

Italian Peabody was generally too difficult, causing these scores to

be suppressed; English Peabody scores, taken later in time, should be

higher (test-retest phenomenon); and finally, the teacher, expecting

the Italian-background children to perform better in Italian, may

have rated them accordingly. -By the end of the programme's second

year, the pattern of language balance should have become more clear.

Parent Questionnaire

Parents provided the final information during the first yea-.
*

The questionnaire they completed pertained to family background informa-

tion; the language interaction patterns in their home, including media

exposure; and the degree of contact between parents and the school.

Initially, a section about parent attitudes towards their child's pro-

. gramme was planned but it has been postponed to reduce the overall

* the qu.lstionnairy completed by parents is presnted fully in Appendix B
with detailed r litAl in C.
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length. The questionnaire was available for the parents in English

or Italian so ,that comprehension difficulties wqu,d be minimal.
4

Rather-than sending the questiongaires,to the homes to be.,

'completed dad returned, letters in Italian were sent inviting the ,

parents to attend a meeting at the school to answer the.questions. In

many cases, parents were also contacted bytelephone to ensure that they

could come. For each of these small group meetings, an Italian-Speaking

.person was present to-assist.

The format chosen worked out to be almost an interview situation,

with one person assisting each parent in a group. Since meet of the

parents were not familiar with the .English language or completing

questionnaires of any type, this degree of guidance ensured that all

questions were understood and answered. From the handful of forms

completed without any help, we realized that sending all the question-

naires home would have been futile. These few questionnaires were

never fully answered. Generally, the parents from both the experimental

and the comparison classes were very co-operative andieager to help

in any way'they could.

On the descriptive background information, the General Mercer

and comparison groups did not differ . All of the parents questionned

in the study were born outside of Canada, mainly in Central and Southern

Italy, and most arrived in Canada more than five years ago. The children

in the study therefore almost exclusively were born in Canada (Toronto).

At the time of the interview, all the fathers were employed, mostly

in semi-skilled or unskilled occupations; the majority of the mothers

stayed at home.

See Appendix C for the complete results of the parent questionnaire.

0
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The question about household members had been included to

determine the sources of language development of the children at home.

The section on language usage provided the type of influence. Since

few individuals reported anyone beyond the nuclear family living with

most of the influence would come directly from parents and older

4L'T1sitin . Throughout the forms, the use of Italian was predominately

reported. was the first language most of the children learned,

and-were still speaking-at home: ---Itallan-was-e ti-11-the-parente

dominant language, and the one they used at hone. The exceptions to

this pattern were also quite predictable. The two-thirds of the

children who had older siblings heard.more English than Italian from

these sibltngs, and the parents judged their children as comprehending

Italian and English equally well. This latter response may be an over-

estimation of the true level of understanding English since most parents

themselves spoke relatively little English.

The other major sources of language learning, reading and

'television, could also provide input in both Italian and English. Read-

ing in Italian again was more common than in English, but English

television programmes were viewed daily and more frequently than Italian.

Nonetheless, nearly all of the children watched at least some Italian

tele.dsion programmes.

In other words, the Italian-speaking children who begin school

have relatively little contact with English except from television and

older siblings. The students entering the programme at General Mercer

were not different in this experience from the Italian-speaking students

in regular programmes. A similar survey for members ofsome other

minority language groups might reveal similar patterns of language

usage and experience.
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Differences were found between the General Mercer and comparison

groups on the section dealing with parental contacts with the school.

Most parents. from General Mercer had talked with the teacher three or

four times since September; at the comparison schools, most parents

te

had talked once or vw e with their child's teacher; fewer parents
k

l.::

.,

had spoken with the eking assistant, and almost none of the parents

had ever talked. to any other person involved with the school. On all

of these measures, the trend was for General Mercer parents to have
mr./IA4w mo*...mnwmms.rama...-awr .wwwnamm.m..m.

had more contacts.

General Mercer parents had visited the school more frequently

for general purposes. In addition, two important specific school

events, open house and interviews, were less well attended by the Italian

parents in the comparison groups than in the General Mercer clasPgia.

Parents at General.Mercer had also helped with classroom event, more

often, an indication that this Board guideline had in fact been met.

Interest in school did not vary between the two groups of

parents. All were eager to offer their services to the class and most

had already offered. Furthermore, both children and parents discussed

school almost every day and indicated that all of the topics mentioned

on the questionnaire were included in these daily talks. Only the

direct involvement, made easier'by way of a common language at General

Mercer, had increased in the experimental programme. This result is

reminiscent of the finding of second language programmes previously

documented (Cordova, 19;0).

One parent's comment, that she had never talked to her older

daughtet-' toacher but had spok:n with the experimental programme

* Chi-square comparisons on visits to school for general meetings, for
open house, for interviews and for help with classroom events yielded
statistically significant results in favour of General Mercer. On talks
with teacher, with aide, and with other people, though not suatistically

0)Glignificant, the tendencies were in the same 0.rection.

-7
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teacher frequently, probably typified the immigrant parents' situation.

A common language makes communication' easier. Many parents, when bring-

ing their child to or from General Mercer, spent a few minutes each

day talking with the teacher. While these contacts were not even the

ones referred to in the questionnaire, they are no less important in

establishing healthy relationships between the community and the school.
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SUMMARY

The Italian transitional programme at General Mercer Public

School has completed its junior kindergarten year. Its students have

had an untraditional but linguistically natural introduction to school,

for they could use their mother tongue to communicate in class.
owl...1 roa.....Ormarrimai. J --rtai*,

Because of the manner in which the programme was conceived

and Instituted, a description of the programme as well as a comparison

with students in regular kindergarten classes has been provided for

the first year While a final research report will be provided at

the end of the second year, it seemed that it was not premature to

present an account of the programme and the results at this time.

The Italian-speaking students at General Mercer did not differ

from the students in the comparison classes on must measures of!English

language development. These results indicate ;.hat despite the fact that

pupils at General Mercer were exposed to the Italian language for much

of the time in the first year of school, they are progressing at a

satisfactory rate in English as well.

Two important differences did emerge between the General Mercer

and the comparison group. On the average, more children at General Mercer

school participated in the group conversation periods. This finding

is especially significant in light of the fact that the kindergarten

curriculum in Toronto devotes a great deal of attention to the importance

of speech in group situations. In addition, while parents from the

comparison group expressed as great an interest in their children's education

as did the General Mercer parents, fewer of them had attended specific

school events. In other words, at General Mercer, parents seemed to
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become more directly involved with their child's programme. The above

findings demonstrate that the availability of the Italian language has

already had direct positive effects on both the students and their

parents.

Even though this transitional programme has been administratively

attainable, different procedures would need to be followed for any other

type-of-setond_langlWe programme. For example, in General Mercer

School, Italian children accounted for a sigeifiant-pare-of_the school's

population; a qualified teacher was already available within the school

system; this type of programme was deemed legally feasible and thereby

approved by the Ministry of Education.

On the other hand, a programme which would introduce reading

and writing in the second language would require a change in the Schools

Administration Act. it should be noted that the Provinces of Manitoba

and Alberta have made legislative changes toward allowing for instruction

in languages other than English and French. Secondly, a transitional

or bilingual programme for older children might demand further teaching

qualifications, perhaps bilingual teacher training, as well as more

curricular materials. To implement a second language programme for a

handful of children or one which involves several different language

groups simultaneously would necessitate a number of administrative

changes, and probably more reliance on community invoivement. Finally,

ninety per cent of the children in the programme at General Mercer were

bcrn in Canada; a programme for a group of new arrivals in Canada would

have to he modified because of the different needs of this group.

Generalizations must IA: made eautily, and every new pro-

gramme organized with its target group and its objectives carefully

considered.

no,
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During the programme's second year, evaluative testing

will continue. The pupils' progress in English language development

will be followed; measures of self-concept will be taken and cognitive

testing will be used to assess the possible advantages Of the "bilingual"

school experience. Since some of the benefits or drawbacks of the

programme may not emerge until later in the children's school career,

further follow-up beyond the programme itself would be desirable. For

example, the effects of isolating one language group in the classroom
a-rors.61.

1 or -tm-years-rannot-te --asgessettaf ore-the-vidgediniidreiiiiiiiiiet ion .

Whether, or not the programme has helped to prevent academic failure or

the 'limber of pupils dropping out of school also cannot be determined

until much later.
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AcTrou norm: NO. 4

BEST CON HARARE

laWilaggt; CI7Y SCHOOLS

PROJECT TITLE: "A TRANSITION =GRAMME FOR YOUNG c=: %3"
Exp

RATIONALE: Children from ethnic communities experience leerelne
difficulties in school settings. They leg bvhir4
achievement mainly because their oral commani or :neli3h

is not as far developed as that of a child .who comes to school, frVI
an English speakine environment. Nevertheless, the children :ave.

whieh)-if. Tr opetly -u t it t vet

work to the child's advantage and hence facilitate the introduct!on
of .the English lanoage. The basic principle inner nt in thie
approach is that the school begins, from WHERE THE mini) Is and with
what the child has learned prior to formal schooling.

pMECTIMS): The primary objective of the special programme is to
help the ethnic child learn to read and write in EnV.ish
to the best of his ability.

PROPCSED METHOD: It is suggested that children be selected for the
special programme ons the basis of similar non-English
cultural and linguistic background. The teacher

should be fluent in both English and the child's mother tongue. It is
suggested the teacher remain with this group of children for more than
one year to allow for flexibility and continuity in the programme. It
is anticipated that the child's mother tongue would be dominant in the
first year with English being added slowly at first as it arises olo or
the children's experiences. The child would be introduced to reecins and
writing in his mother tongue while at the same tine oral language
aevelopment in English would be accelerated in an etmosphera that is
relatively secure from the point of view of the child.

Curriculum content such as Social Studies, Science, Mathematics,
etc. would ree:ain the c:ame as with those children speaking English. There
will be a time when all oral cot minication Is in English and the children
would have grasped the 'principles. of reading and writing in their mother
tongue. At that time reading and writing IA English will Le introduced
and shortly after the complete programme will be in English only. It is
anticipated that the pace of learning to read and write English will be
considerably accelerated due to the fact that the pupils have grasped
the principles of reading and writing in the mother tongue, until the
students will be functioning better, or at least as well as, their English
speaking age - mates.

February 19,1973 Tony Grande

,
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REPORT by TOE EDUCATING NEW CANADIAN'S COMMITIEE

Sectien C-- A Toreign tafig45ge
TransitiortallAnguage Of Inbtruction.

. Mr. Grande' Pro)osat

April 26, 1973

Mr. Grande's proposal, "A Transition Programme fr. x Young Children"
Tr

arose from i3 concern that "chi Cdren from ethnic cotiannities experience

learning difficulties in school settings. They lag behind In achieve-
,

Lunt mainly because their oval couiruand of Lnglish io not 46 Car developed as

that of 'a child who cornea from an English - speaking envilona;ent". Under

"Proposed Method" the procedure is outlicned. Lengthy discussions were held

around a simiiar propoaal in late 1971 at meetinga oi the LdUcating New Canadians

Committee.

Section 21, subsection (e) of the Schools Administration Act, under the

duties of teachers, atatcs:

"(e) in instruction and in all communications witn the pupils in
regard to discipline and the management of .the school,

to use the English language, except where it ia
impractical to do so by reason of the pupil not
underutanding EnGlish, and except in respect of
instruction in a language other than Znglish when
such other language is being taught as one of the
subjects in the ceu:sn ei study, or

(ii) to use the Fr2nch language in sarials or clauses
in which Trenzh is the language instruction
except where it is ilLpractical to do so by reason
of the pupil not understanding F..4ch, and except
in respect of instruction in a language other
than French when such other language is being taught
au one of the subjects in the course of study;"

The crucial question in Mr. Grande's provmal is that stated in the

seUtence: "The child would be introduced to rea,ling and writing in his mother

tongue while at the same time oral la.guage development in Lnglish would be



accclerated'in an atmosphere that is. relatively secure from the point of view mt

the child".

It io the opinion of the officials that the proposal, because the children

would not learn to reed and write in rnglish until after they had learned to

read and write in their mother tongue, would not be in accordance with the Schools

Adminiatration Act. This was confirmed in a letter from the Minister, of Education

In October, 1972'and re-affirmed recently by the Ministry officials.

Still, Mr. Grande's proposal, with modification, could have much merit

if a principal, staff, and parents were willing to implement it. This modifica-

tion may make it legally feasible and practical while preserving most of its

features. The following table clarifies the modification.
,c..y............, .r...ma.mon - ..., ,. 4.. ,,, .-....sw.a......M.O.M ..w.... .............

Mr. Grande's PrTiosal Modification

*1.01CM!.../alia-v--*

Common Elements
T.11111.6.11.,11.11.10110aa.11.41..11141111111JILAINILIIIIMIKINi.all

- bilingual teacher (remain with children for 2 years)
- bilingual lay assistant (remain with children for 2 years)
- children of similar linguistic and cultural background

ievolvement of ethnic community
- oral instruction in mother tongue
- research component

- regular pupil-teacher ratio in Junior Kindergarten,
lower in Senior Kindergarten

- developmental program
- ethnic books, films, etc. - minimal budget increase

roint of Difference

- learn to read and write in mother - learn to read and write
tongue in English

If Mr. Grande would accept such a modification of his proposal,

and if a principal and staff volunteer to undertake the scheme, and if formal

approval were received from the Ministry, this Board might well benefit

from a pilot based on this proposal. It would be important, of
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1,0

course, that the parents involved thoroughly understood and approved the,ex-

periment. TherA are some operational concerns with such an experiment. In

.various discussions some staff members have been worried about uegregating one

ethnic group. They feel that the, isolation of any group is dangerous. They

are also concerned about the possible dislocation of valuable staff members to

accommodate the program. Others feel that the children need an English ,

program as early as possible.

Other concerns are more specific. The pupil-teacher ratio may prove to

be inflexible from grade to grade. There has been little or no discussion with.

parents to this date. Any evaluation by research will take at least three or

possibly five years. The Board's ability to expand the program to other ethnic

groups may be restricted, and thus the Board would appear to be favouring one

group over another. pupils who begin in such a program might be in difficulty

if they moved. A survey completed at Earlscourt in 1972 unwed that, in the

first three years from 10 to 202 of the students moved each year. In Grade TWo4

622 of the children who had begunJunior Kindergarten or senior Kindergarten at

Earlecourt, remained.
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ttl pttti No. '2 -Of? XPTCIAl. COMMITTEE RE EDUCATING
t% I t.N.t1)11AS, PART II

%haulay, Aptii 39, 1073
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. At the Marti meeting held on March 22, 1973. (page 1661
Trapitee Alkiuson requested a report on the feasibility, financial
and te)!,11 of implenieeting foreign langtuele programs
in eteinee t betiiit: in mind the Many children with
varit Iteirgeotinek attending Toronto schools.

1 Cfmrl.i!ts. t.c7et :veil a revert from the oftioials which out-
lined the situation in Toronto and included alternative suggestions
foe dealing with' the problem, such as a foreign language as a

lars!,,,iii;: to instruction, a foreign language as an
. ,;,,11-,1 t ,!,:t : ttf! ettered for sugeK:tion in

:if :' t t't et I' pi vganiF.

(-wind!' eonFidered Sevtion E of the report of the
ore.:.,:s in re';, t'1 to wateral goat/el:re-, to follow when considering
roorirat, (or .ittly of foreign languages ather than English

tit- el: raemiry c(hool

It Is recommended that the guidelines to be followed when
considering proposals for the study of foreign languages other
than English and French at the elementary school level be ap-
proved as outlined in Appendix C.
Foreign Language Transition Program Pitnt Project

Your committee considered a proposal for a transition pro.
gram of instruction in a foreign language for children from ethnic
romMunities who experience learning difficulties due to lack of
facility in the English language.

The proposed method for the operation of this transition prat
gram Is outlined as fellows:
(a) That a bilingual teacher instruct the children for two years.
00 That a bilingual lay assistant remain with the children for
two years.
(ct That the children he of similar linguistic and cultural back.
ground.
(dt That the ethnic community be involved in the operation of the
program.
le) That oral instruction be in the childre I's mother tongue
initially.
(ft That there be a research component invol .d in the program.
(g) That the regular pupil.teacher ratio be maintained in the
junior kindergarten.
t ht That the program he of a developmental nature.
lit That ethnic resource materials be used, such as books and
films at a minimal budget increase.

The original proposal suggested that the instruction be in
the child's mother tongue and that the child learn to read and
write in the mother tongue before learning to read and write in
the English language. This aspect of the proposal would not he
In areordance with the Schools Administration Act. The officials
suggested, in the report, that a modification would make. the pro
posal acceptable to the Ministry of Education. The moclifwation
recommended that the child should first learn to read and write
in English rather than in his mother tongue.

It .s re.o,nrocniled that the proposal fcr a transition r rogrin
of ir.N:rwtion In a foreign language for children Irom ethnic corm
Ml:nit iI'S LIP approved as modified in the officials' report, that the
program be implemented as a pilot project, that the sehonl at
which it is to be Implemented and the language of instruction be
ehoscit by the oftirial,,s and reported to your Committee as r.ocor. as

0. po...sible, and that th'4 officials consult with the staff and conimutthy
1 where the proposal is to he implemented and report the conelasiAns
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of these discussions to )our Committee. Implementation of the
transitional language program is to be subject to the guidelines
as eutlined in Appendix C to the General Guidelines noted above.
with the following condition:

That the transitional program obtain a class size of at least
35 children.

APPENDIX C

See section 1, Report No. 2 of the Special Committee re Edu-..
eating New Canadians, Part II. page 316.

Guidelines for Consideration of Proposals for Instruction in
Foreign Languages Other Than English and French
at the Elementary School Level.

(1) That programs to be considered should be a co-operative ven-
ture of school and community.
(2) That co- operative proposals presented by staff and parents of
a school must outline the responsibility of the community in pro-
viding volunteers to conduct the programs.
(3) That there should be no increase In staff establishment.

(4) That there should be no dislocation of staff to the detrlment
of the regular program.
(5) That programs will be subject to the approval of the Ministry
of Education.
(6) That no amounts in excess of regular budget to be allotted
for supplies and equipment without the approval of the Board.
(7) That any increase in facilities to accommodate romans,
provision of a portable, must be approved by the Board.

(Minutes of the Board,
Nay 3, 1973)
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Instruments

(1) Observation Schedules

(a) Group Classroom Observation
Schedule Page 40

(b) Activity Period Sociogram Page 42

(c) Individual Observation
Schedule page 43

-

(2) Teachers' Rating Instruments Page 45

(3) Parent Questionnaire Page 50

A

43



Italian

English
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GRO!'P CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE
(Form used at General Mercer)

Spontaneous Talking

1

Date

Time

Response to Question

Names of Absentees:
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GROUP CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

School

Date

Time

Spontaneous Talking Response to Question

Names of Absentees:



General Mercer
*

Activity Period SocioRram

Date

Names

42-

Time

Si NKS

0

CZ

PLAYING WITH PEERS DISTRACTABILITY/ATTENTION SPAN

CLOSE T

ADULT ATTENTION SEEKING

* Separate floor plans for the Sociogram analysis were drawn for each of
the classrooms involved.

- 46
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INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATION SCHEDULE School:

Date:

'Time:

Names:

. A. Transition to Activity

1. Communicating: Asking for Activity,

T: Italian English S: Italian English ?

little verbal, mainly action or gestures

verbal plus gestures

mainly verbal, very little action

no observation

2. Initiative/Dependence

chooses own activity
.11.111.M. .7111.111.1.,

suggests own activity with teacher prompting

needs to be told what to do

MMli asks for activity already filled or for same activity chosen previously

activity selected by teacher for special reasons-
B. DuringjILAEllifty_

1(a) Interaction with Peers

initiates play with others

.IMMMEMMI

invited to join others in play

rejects or tries to reject new member to group

is rejected by member of group

tries to get attention of peers

interacts negatively, disrupts play, fights, etc.

none of above

1(b) Talking with Peers

doesn't talk, and is not spoken to

responds minimally when spoken to (e.g., nods, says one word)

doesn't initiate conversation but responds fully when spoken to

quiet, friendly interchange, chatting

excited emotional talking

angry or shouting (emotional talking)

screaming, crying (outbursts)
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General

Accepting Limits,

recognizes and obeys class rules, e.g., numbers in play areas,
OMMINIM.

returning borrowed objects, cleaning up after each activity

sometimes follows limits..wommas mnw

inan doesn't accept limits, inactive or withdrawn when remindedarminlma

actively opposes limits by fighting, crying, etc.41=1111

CA)MENTS:
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Teachers' Rating Instruments

The two rating instruments which follow were completed

by the teachers for all Italian background students.

For the rating of ability in Italian, the word "English"

was replaced by "Italian" wherever it appeared on both

questionnaires. The Italian versions were complete'

only for the students at General Mercer.
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, TEACHER RATING QUESTIONNAIRE' it

LANGUAGE SECTION - RATING GUIDE

NOTE. instructim forolreto s 4, toInwo Section

Rate 2

- if tho child cannot or will not speak at all
is the situation(s) outlined in the. question,
or

- if the child has unintelligible speech in the
situation(s) outlined in the t,pestion.

- if the child's speech in the ottuation(d)
outlined in the question is consistently
impai:ed due to eztreme tension - mannerisms,
stuttering, stammerin6 when talking, or

- if the child's speech in the situatioRa)
outlined in the question is consistently
impaired by "baby talk', substitutions,
limited vocabulary, physical defects.

Patin-Ps of ca ri "aN f l uency of suepeh alon4
with the sneciNw reluiremcnt.c outlined for encli ,uestion.

Question. 1 Speaks clearly enough to be understood.

Rate 3 - see note

Rate 2 see note, or
seldom willing to speak

Rate 4 . speaks as described in question

Rate 6. - often speaks fluently

Rate 8 - c, ste speaks fluently in simnle
sentence form

question 2 Tells zomf:'hin about cnncreto materials in the classroom
(e.g., own handwork, large pictures used for picture study,
science materials, articles or toys brought from home).

Pate 0

Fate 2

Rate 4

Fate 6

sue note

note, or
- seldom will attempt to tell something abo.t

concrete materials, ar,
- attempts are limited to one or two words

- speaks as described in question

- frequently able to tell something about a
variety of concrete materials and descriptions
contain some qualifying words TW:g., big house,
red dress, hard rock).

Rate 8 - frermently ah)e to tell so,,etwlinp /About COnfrecits4

1. J pie :.eltn;cus u.Ala $0:40
0%. , : " zrcel

":". is a 1..c fire
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"4uestion.3 Tells domtAhln,, about .own 4e11°°1 401:41,1
(u.g., dramatic

play in\tho doll or biolk centre, with educational toys).

Rate 0 site note

Rate 2 see \note ,
seldA will attempt to toll something about
own seLool activities, or
attempt arc lim,.teu lee one or two words.

Rate I. - speaks as\described in coalition.

Rate 6 - frequently tiVie to toll something about a

vaxiety of aWn school:activities in Simla,

sentence form.

Rate S - frequently aLie tc tell someLhing about a
variety of own sch2o1 activities in gimala
sentence form.

*uestion 4 Tails about ilaltz_lsolaaLaauxulaat2=111
(e.g., home, trips, coming to school).

Rate 0

Rate 2

arAtt.: 'p

Rate 6

Rate 8

- see note

see note, or
seldom will attempt to tell something about

ot-3f-school activities, or
O attempts are limited to one or two words.

spea.cs as described in question.

frequu,.tly a awe to toll something about a

variety of out-of-school activities.

frequently able to tall something about a
variety of out-of-school activities in
simnle sentence form.

>.tuostion 5 Participates in teacher 4uidnd conversation periods (e.g.,

answers questions, afters ideas).

Rate 0

Rate 2

Fla t,q! 4

- See note

Zee r

seld, will attempt to participate in
-^,A

always needs a 1.7,t of teacher encouragement

an support tc participnte in discussions, or

attempts are .:434ally

::peek:, as described in question.

)f' the daily teacher
.7ulded cr.versation periods.

-,11teac.:er guided conversatl.:n

.
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TORONTO BOARD tai EDUCATION
TEACHER RATING QUESTIONNAIRE.
LANGUAGE SECTION - mum

Por each question, circle the appropriate rating number as it applies

to the Child's ability7in tlalltliALLE111=2. It is necessary to

refer to the accompanying rating guide for deucriptionc of each
cutozory before amsworing thect.: cuoutios.

Speaks clearly enugh to

0 4 6 8

2. Tells ;I.:mall; &Gout c-ncrote, mr.tertIls

ko.g., handwork, large pictures used

materials, articles or toys brought from

in the classro ©m
for picture study, science

home).

3. Tells vz.thIng about (e.g., dramatic play

In the doll or bloc. centre, with educational toys).

3 2 0

4 1-.Vils
C.e tivities or events

(e.g., home, trip, coming to school).

3 6

Participates in teacher guided conversation periods (e.g.,

answers questions, off e-.0 iaeas).

1/4) 2 6 6 d

Name of Child

School
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE COKPETENCY SCALE*,

For each question, circle the number of the option that is meat characteristic
of the child being,rated,.as it applies to the child's ability in the kaaagl

1.) FOLLOWING VERBAL INSTRUCT iONS IN ENGLISH

He can follow verbal instructions --
1. When they are accompanied by demonstration.
2. Without a demonstration, if one specific instruction is involved.

3. Without a demonstration, when it involves two specific instructions.
4. Without a demonstration, when it involves three or more instructions.

2.) FOLLOWING NEW INSTRUCTIONS IN ENGLISH

1. He carries out one familiar instruction.
2. He carries out one new instruction the first time it is given.

3. He follows new instructions given one at a time, as well an familiar ones.

4. He follows several new instructions given at ,a time, as well as familiar ones,

3.) REMEMBERING INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH

1. He nearly always needs to have instructions or demonstration repeated before
he can perform the activity on his own.

2. He frequently requires repetitions, a reminder, or affirmation that he is
proceeding correctly.

3. He occasionally needs repetition of instruction for part of the activity
before completing the activity.

4. He performs the activity without requiring repetition of instructions.

4.) MAKING EXPLANATION TO OTHER CHILDREN IN ENGLISH 41

When attempting to explain to another child how to do something (put things
together, play a game, etc.) --
1. He is unable to do so. .

2. He gives an incomplete explanation.
3. He gives a complete but general explanation.
4. He gives a complete explanation with specific details.

S.) COMMUNICATING WANTS IN ENGLISH

1. He seldom verbalizes his wants; acts out by pointing, pulling, crying, etc.
2. He sometimes verbalizes but usually combines actions with words.
3. usually verbalizes but sometimes acts out his wants.

4. He nearly always verbalizes his wants.

r-dr)
)4.)

NAME OF CHILD

SCHOOL

from cal Sca



Parent tatteationnnire.,

The following questionnaire was completed by the parents

of all Italian background children involved in the study,

Ia nearly all cases, the Italian translation was used. ___
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44k,

.THIS SECTION ASKS FOR SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT

From the following list, put a pheck mark ( ) beside the people who live in
the same home as your child.

child's father
child's mother
child's brother(s) or sister(0)*
-child's grandparent(s)
other people

* If the child has any brothers or sisters, please list their ages below:

brothers' ages (in years)
sisters' ages (in years)

What is the occupation of the child's father? (Please give the type of
work and not the place of employment.)

What is the occupation of the mother?

ICCIZINUIP =Si

...1
3. Where was the child born?

country of birth province

Where was the 'child's father born?

country of birth province

Where was the child's mother born?

country of birth province=

4. If the child's father was not born in Canada, when did he come to live in
Canada?

date:

month year

If the child's mother was not born in Canada, when did she come to live in
Canada?

date: 1
month year
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THIS SECTION ASKS ABOUT THE WAY DIFFERENT LANGUAGES ARE USED IN
HOME.

BECAUSE LANGUAGES OTHER THAN .ENGLISH AND ITALIAN MAY BE MD IN SOME HOME3,
SPACE IS PROVIDED TO COVER THESE SITUATIONS.

1. What language did your child first learn to speak?

Italian
English
Italian and English at the same time
none of the above. What did your child learn to speak first?

.2. At the present, which of the following best describes the child's
understanding of.languages?

understands only Italian
understands mainly Italian with some English
understands Italian and English equally well
understands mainly English with some Italian
understands only English
none of the above. Describe your child's understanding of
languages.

3. 4hich vie following best describes the languages the child speaks in the
home:

speaks only Italian
speaks mainly Italian with some tnglish
speaks Italian and English equally well
speaks mainly. English with some Italian
speaks only English
none of the above. Describe what your child speaks.

4. For the child's father, which of the following is the best description?

speaks only Italian
speaks mainly Italian with some English
speaks Italian and English equally well
speaks mainly English with some Italian
speaks only Englibh
none of the above. Describe what the father speaks.
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5. For the child';; mother, which of the following is the best description?

speaks only Italian
speaks mainly Italian with some English
speaks Italian and English equally well
Speaks mainly English with Some Italian
speaks only English
none of the above. Describe t4hat the mother speaks.

tl

h. That language does the father use most often when speaking with the child?

sENEMINIMMEMO
English
Italian
English and Italian equally often \L-

none of the above. What does the father use with the child?

7. What lanNage does the mother use most often when speaking with the chlld?

Italian
.111.1111111101101.

11101=111/1.=

English and Italian equally often
none of the above. What does the mother use with the child?

1111=111

What language do the mother and father use most often with each other?

English
Italian
English and Italian equally often
none of the above. What do the mother and father uses with each
other:

Answer this question only if the child has at least one older brother or
sister.

Do all -)f the chili's older brother and sisters usually speak the same language
with the child':

Yes If yes, what 14nguage is used ..!..f.-3t oaten:

English
Italian
English and Italian equally often
none -)f the above.

7: If please explain your answer.
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Who looks after the child duingIhadaz when he/she is not at school?

mother
father
older brother or :lister
grandparent

----other person

Answer thin luecti.,In only if someone other than the child's parents or
brAhers and sisters, look: after the child.

What language does this person use most often with the child?

1101011.11.1.0.

Enrlish
Italian
English anti, Italiln clually often
nne the above. What does this person use?

!-Is the n1.. id gone to any other school or taken cony lessons before this
s?!'.- 1 :..ear. rsery school, swimming lessons, etc.)

1.C3awrawft.00. If yes
who,!n

wh,,re?

what typo of experience was this? (eg., nursery school.)

dint aS the language of instruction?

w ften l'es reai to the child a:, home? (answer separately for
l'.nglish, Italian and slr.e other language)

nev--
leos thah 'L `F. m nth

-r twirr:

In English In Italian In Some Other Language*6
MINNEww

11141111IMMIMIIIMMII

:o 4.Le tier language?

-.%ny :f T.7. per lay does the child watch during
t 2atur1ay and ...unlay) in English and Italian

thri) - r

I% Italian

.111111111MIO

=iralmi=MInialli
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On the average how many hours of T.V. per day does the child watch on Saturday

or Sunday?

In English In Italian

none
less than one hour
one hour
one to three hours
more than three hours

THIS SECTION DEALS WITH THE CONTACTS BETWEEN THE HOME AND
SCHOOL.

1. How rvrny times have you (either the child's father, mother or both) talked
about your child or his programme since he started junior kindergarten
in September?

with the child's teacher:

with the teacher-aid:

with the principal:

with anyone else involved
in the school:

11111.11111111211

never
once or twice
three or four time
more than four times

never
,once or Wier.
three or four times
more than four times

11/1117111111

MMI011.

never
once or twice
three or four times
more than fou. times

never
once or twice
three or four times
more than four times

who was this person?

How many times have you (either the child's father, mother or both) visited
the scK,1': (f--r reasons other than bringing your child or taking him home)

never
once or twice
three or four times
more than four times



From the following list, check the activities which you have attended.

open house
parent-teacher interviews
general school meetings
other Separate meeting) with the tencher

Please specify the nature of this meeting.

ih many times have y,',11 been able to help with classroom activities such as
parties or field trips with the class?

11.11.0

.m..

none
once
twice
three or four times
more than four times

Describe briefly what you did?

D!.i the teacher ask you to help with any classroom activities?

di
Yes
:10

Did y3u volunteer to help?

:es

Would ylu offer to help if something else came up and parents were needed?

Yes

!b,

4. :;hen y-),1r child talks to you about school, check the things he is most
interested in talking about.

friends
teacher
teacl,er-aide

stories
games
how he behaves in school
scho 1 general
other (please specify)

,:'ten 1,es :Inar chili talk to you about school cr schoolwork?

1Psz thar. ,,nce a m,-;nth

twice a montn
nce a week

tw) r three ties a week

eviTy lrty
f'fi
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When you talk to the child about school, chock the things you-are most %

interacted in talking about,

friends
teacher
teacher-aide
stories
games
how he behaves in school
school in general

.iainsakaliZa

other (please specify)

How often do you ask your child at home about school or school work?

,ever

less tqa. °lice a mon%h

once or twice a month
once a week
two or three times a week
every day

4-°1
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Detailed,Presentation of Results

(1) Results of Classroom Observations

Group Discbssion Periods .... Page 59
Activity Periods . Page 60

(2) Results of Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .. Page 63

(3) Results of Teachers' kRatings Page 64

(4) Results of Parent Questionnaire Page 65
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RESULTS OF CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS: GROUP DISCUSSION PERIODS

For all categories. the proportion of the total number of

students present in the classroom who responded was determined. The

mean proportions were then calculated and are presented below.

TABLE 1

Category
General
Mercer

Comparison
Classes

t

Italian - spontaneous talking

Italian - response to question

TOTAL -- Italian Only

English - spontaneous talking

English - response to question

TOTAL -- English only

Total Spontaneous. Talking

Total Response to Question

TOTAL -- Overall

.143

.182

.127

.370

.283

.467

.449

.413

.592

IMBOWIN

OPOOM

.283

.276

.425

.283

.276

.425

2.02

.14

.89

3.69
*

*
2.85

3.71

* p < .01

These calculations were based on 20 and 18 observations in

General Mercer and comparison classes respectively.
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RESULTS OF CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS: ACTIVITY PERIODS

All table entries are percentages of the total author of

observations (N). Chi-square analyses were performed on the raw fre-

quencies for every table. No significant differences were found in

this set of analyses.

TABLE 2

RESULTS OF ACTIVITY PERIOD SOCIOGRAM

Items on Activity Period Sociogram
General Comparison
Mercer Group

(N = 41) (N = 35)

Total Number of Activities:

31.7
17.1

39.0
12.2

14.3
40.0
25.7
20.0

1

2

3 - 4
5 - 7

Number of Individual Activities:

0 14.6 25.7
1 46.3 31.4
2 17.1 20.0

3 - 5 22.0 22.9

Number of Group Activities:

0 39.0 17.1
1 31.7 45.7

2 - 5 29.3 37.1

Changing Activities:

N94 Change 31.7 14.3
direct Change 46.3 65.7
Indirect Change 22.0 20.0

Degree of Distraction:

Minimal 75.6 60.0
Moderate 12.2 20.0
Frequent 12.2 20.0

Number of Peers in Group:

0 17.1 14.3
1 - 2 73.2 57.1

3 or More 9.8 28,6

...continued
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TABLE 2
(continued)

Items on Activity Period Sociogram

General Comparison
Mercer Group

(N a 41) (Na 35)

I229212mEjleaelt:
Plays Alone 17.1 14.3

Plays Beside Peers 44.0 51.4

Plays With Peers 39.0 34.3

Total Number of Contacts with Adults:

0 17.1 14.3

1 14.6 22.9

2 - 3 24.3 20.0

4 or More 22.0 31.4

Adult with Group 22.0 11.4

Number of Adult-Initiated Verbal Contacts:

0 70.7 62.9

1 - 4 7.3 25.7

Adult With Group 22.0 11.4

Number of Adult-Initiated Contacts:

0 48.8 34.3

1 - 4 29.3 54.3

Adult With Group 22.0 11.4

Number of Child-Initiated Verbal Contacts:

0 61.0 62.9

1 - 4 17.0 25.7

Adult With Group 22.0 11.4

Number of Child-Initiated Contacts:

0 34.0 65.7

1 - 4 43.9 22.9

AdUlt With Group 22.0 11.4
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF INDIVIDUAL OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

Items on individual Observation Schedule

1110111212111101110MMEN Oa tell

General

Mercer
m 41)

Comparison
.Group

(11\r 15)

Mainly Verbal
Mainly Gestural
No Observation

Initiating Activity:

26.3
39.0
34.1

80.5

19.5

22.0

9.7
68.3

24.4
17.1

56.1
2.4

0.0
17.1

82.9

31.4

14.3

54.3

71.4
28.6

20.0
8.6

71.4

17.1
20.0
60.0,

2.9'

17.1
82.9

1

Self-initiated
Not Self-initiated

Peer interaction:

Positive
Negative
Neither

Talkint,to Peers:

No Talking
.

Minimal Talking
Friendly Interchange
Other

Accepting Limits:

Doesn't Accept Limits
Sometimes Accepts Limits
Accepts Limits
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RESULTS OF PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST

laBLE 4

ENGLISU TEST - MEAN SCORES

General Mercer mean score 0 26.83 (N 37) is compared with the following:

Comparison Group (N) Mean Score

Total Comparison Group (39) 30.36 -1.23
Italian Background Children (16) 26.38 - .16
All'Non-English Speaking

Background Children (32) 27.25 - .15*

English - Speaking. Children (6) 46.50 -3.72

* p .00:i

TABLES

ITALIAN TEST - MEAN SCORES

General Mercer Italian Background Comparison Group
(N 40) (N 0 16)

t

18.53 17.19 .52

TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES or DIALECT AND ITALIAN-SPEAKING
PERFORMANCE OF GENERAL MERCER STUDENTS

ItatIan
(N 17)

Dialect
(N 17)

t

17.1 18.9 .62
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RESULTS OP TEACHEBS'RATINGS

The mean-scores assigned by teachers are presented and

compared below. The maximum scores were 20 and 40 on the competency and

rating questionnaires respectively.

TABLE 7

Test General Mercer
(N m 40)

Comparison Group
(N °I 16)

Italian Scores English Scores
Language Competency 17.33 14.81 3.07

Teacher Rating Questionnaire 27.60 21.38 2.30

English Scores Entlish Scores
Language Competency 11.78 14.81 -2.05*
Teacher Rating Questionnaire 21.05 21.38 - .08

p < .025

TABLE 8

COMPARING GENERAL MERCER ITALIAN AND ENGLISH SCORES

Test Italian English

Language Competency 17.33 11.78 6.31

Teacher Rating Questionnaire 27.60 21.05 2.87
*

* p < .025
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RESULTS OF PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

All table entries are percentages of the total number of

observations (N). Statistical calculations were made on the raw

frequencies. Yates'correction was used for tables with one degree of

freedom and Fisher's Exact Test was performed,on larger tables. When-

ever this latter test suggested significance,, the traditional Pearson

chi-square procedure was followed. Significant.tables are marked with

an asterisk (*).

TABLE 9

RESULTS OF PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Items on Parent Questionnaire
General
Mercer

(N ° 40)

Comparison
' Group
(N s 15)

Number of Older Siblings,:

0 30.0 33.3
1 37.5 46.7
2 or More 32.5 20.0

Grandparents Live with Child:

Yes 10.0 6.7
No 90.0 93.3

Other Persons Live with Child:

Yes 17.5 26.7

No 82.5 73.3

Father's Occupational Level:

Unskilled or Semi-Skilled 85.0 66.7
Higher 15.0 33.3

(A collapsed 7-point Blishen Scale was used to determine occupational
status. Most parents fell into the lowest category.)

Child's Mother Works:

Yes 35,0 13.3
No 65.0 86.7

Child's Birthplace:

Canada 90.0 86.7
Italy 10.0 0.0
Elsewhere 0.0 13.3

(IC)

...continued
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TABLE 9
(continued)

Items on Parent Questionnaire
General,

Mercer
(N

Comparison
Group

(Nn 15)

Father's Birthplace:

45.0
45.0
7.5
2.5

%St

53.3
26.7
13.3
6.7

Southern Italy
Central Italy
Northern Italy or Sicily
Elsewhere

Mother's Birthplace:

Southern Italy 37.5 60.0
Central Italy 47.5 26.7
Northern Italy or Sicily 12.5 13.3
Elsewhere 2.5 '0.0

Father Came to Canada:

Less than 5 Years Ago 17.5 6.7
5 to 10 Years Ago 40.0 66.7

More than 10 Years Ago 42.5 26.7

Mother Came to Canada:

Less than 5 Years Ago 17.5 6.7
5 to 10 Years Ago 50.0 73.3

More than 10 Years Aga 32.5 20.0

Child's First Language:

Italian 95.0 73.3
English 2.5 0.0
Both at the Same Time 2.5 13.3
Other 0.0 6.7

No Response 0.0 6.7

Child Understands:

Mainly Italian 40.0 20.0

Italian & English Equally 40.0 60.0
Mainly English 17.5 6.7

Other 0.0 6.7

No Response 2.5 6.7

Child 121A11:

Mainly Italian 52.5 26.7

Italian & English Equally 32.5 33.1

Mainly English 12.5 26.7

Other 0.0 6.7

No Response 2.5 6.7

...continued
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TABLE 9
(continued)

Comparison
Group

(N 0 15)

Items on Parent Questionnai;:e
General
Mercer

(N 40)

hlihgLa9gT2
Mainly'Italian 67.5 40.0
Italian 6 English Equally 25.0 40.0
Mainly English 2.5 0.0
Other 0.0 6.7
No Response 0.0 '13.3,

Mother Speaki: \,

Mainly Italian 87.5 '66.7\,
Italian 6 English Equally 10.0 6.7 \
Mainly English 2.5 6.7
Other D

No Response
0.0
0.0

6.7
13.3

..,_,/
Father Speaks to Child:

,In Italian. 72.5 60.0
In Italian & English Equally 20.0 33.3
In English 7.5 0.0
In Some Other Language 0.0 6.7

Mother Speaks to Child:

In Italian 85.0 66.7
In Italian 6 English Equally 12.5 20.0
In English 2.5 6.7
In Some Other Language 0.0 6.7

Father Speaks to Mother:

In Italian 95.0 93.3
In Italian & English Equally 2.5 0.0
In English 2.5 0.0
In Some Other Language 0.0 6.7

Older Siblings Speak to Child:

In Italian 5.0 13.3
In Italian & English Equally 27.5 13.3
In English 37.5 20.0
No Siblings 30.0 0.0
No Response 0.0 13.3

Child's Ba,ysittar:

Family 75.0 93.3
Grandparent 10.0 0.0
Other 15.0 0.0
No Response 041 0.0 6.7

...continued
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TABLE 9
(continued)

Items on Parent Questionnaire

General Comparison
Mercer Group
(N 40) (N 15)

Bal_taitSsilasgicstoChild: (for this item only N 0. 10 for Gen. Metter
and N 1 for Comparison Group)

In Italian
in Italian 6 English Equally
No Response

previotLL_,th99LE.112211.icIce:

70.0 0.0

20.0 0.0

10.0 100.1

None 95.0

7i;:())Italian Kindergarten 5.0

Rear ping to Child In Italian;

Never 32.5 33.3

1 - 2 Times per Month 17.5 13.3

1 - 3 Times per Week 37.5 33.3

Daily 10.0 6.7

No Response 2.5 6.7

Reading to Child in Erwlish:

Never 52.5 40.0

1 - 2 Times per Month 10.0 20.0

1 - 3 Times pei.7 Week 27.5 20.0

Daily 7.5 6.7

No Response 2.5 6.7

FatchIALLiaalanEIJittitCLAILERILEa:
None 62.5 73.3

Less than 1 Hour per Day 32.5 13.3

More than 1 Hour per Day 5.0 6.7

No Response 0.0 6.7

Watchin Television on Weekends in Italian:

None 52.5 66.7

Less than 1 Hour per Day 32.5 20.0

More Clan 1 Hour per Day 15.0 6.7

No Response 0.0 6.7

Watching Television on Weekdays in English:

None o.d 13.3

Less than 1 Hour per Day 20.0 13.3

More than 1 Hour per Day 80.d 66.7

No Response 0.d 6.7

Watching Television on WeelceadLITLITIO1J11)

None 2.5

Less than 1 Hour per Day 25.0

More than 1 Hour per Day 72.5

No Response 0.0

. 0 5

13.3
0.0

80.0

6.7

...continued
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TABLE 9
(continued)

Items on Parent Questionnaire

Number of Talks with Teacher:

0

1 - 2
3 - 4
More than 4
No Response

with
0

1 - 2
3 - 4
More than 4
NJ Response

Number of Talks with Principal.:

0

1 - 2
3 or More
No Response

Number of Visits to School:

0

1 - 2
3 - 4
More than 4
No Response

Attended Open House:**

Yes
No
No Response

Attended Interviews with Teacher:

Yes
No
No Response

Attended General Meetings:

Yes

No
No Response

Attended Other Meetings:

Yes
No

No Response

A p .05

** p .01

General comparison
Merger Group
(N040) (N ® 15)

0.0 0.0
40.0 40.0
45.0 20.0
15.0 26.7
0.0 6.7

32.5 --46.7
33.3

10.0 6.7
7.5 6.7
0.0 6.7

90.0 86.7
10.0 6.7
0.0 0.0

r 0.0 6.7

5.0 20.0
1 37.5 46.7

37.5 13.3
17.5 13.3
2.5 6.7

87.5 26.7
12.5 66.7
0.0 6.7

* *

90.0 40.0
10.0 53.3
0.0 6.7

62.5 20.0
37.5 73.3

0.0 6.7

15.0 6.7

85.0 86.7
0.0 6.7

"43 ...continued
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TABLE 9
(continued)

Items on Parent Questionnaire
General Comparison
Mercer Group
(N 040) (N = 15)

Helped With Class:*

45.0
45.0
7.5
2.5

60.0
6.7

13.3
20.0

Never
Once or Twice
More than Twice
No Response

Was Asked to Help:

Yes 77.5. 46.7
No 15.0 26.7
No Response 7.5 26.7

Volunteered to Help:

Yes 52.5 53.3
No 40.0 13.3
No Response 7.5 33.3

Willing to Help:

Yes 87.5 73.3
No 10.0 6.7
No Response 2.5 20.0

Child Talks About School:

Less than Once per Week 5.0 0.0
2 to 3 Times per Week 15.0 6.7
!Ally 80.0 86.7
No Response 0.0 6.7

Parents Asks About School:

Less than Once per Week 5.0 6.7
2 to 3 Times per Week 22.5 13.3
Daily 72.5 73.3
No Response 0.0 6.7

TOPICS DISCUSSED BY CHILD:

Friends: Yes 80.0 66.7
No 20.0 20.0
No Response 0.0 13.3

Teacher: Yes 90.0 66.7
No 10.0 20.0

Teaching Assistant: Yes 57.5 60.0
No 42.5 26.7

...coniinda
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TABLE 9
(continUed)

Items on Parent Questionnaire
General
Mercer
(N-40)

Comparison
Group

(N 5)

TOPICS DISCUSSED BY CHILD (continued):

Stories: Yes 80.0 66.7
No 20.0 20.0

Games: Yes 85.0 73.3
No 15.0 13.3

Child's Behaviour: Yes 47.5 33.3
No 52.5 53.3

School in General: Yes 62.5 46.7
No 37.5 40.0

TOPICS DISCUSSED BY PARENTS:

Friends : Yes 75.0 33.3
No 25.0 53.3

Teacher: Yes 75.0 46.7
No 25.0 40.0

Teaching Assistant: Yes 50.0 46.7
No 50.0 40.0

Stories: Yes 85.0 53.3
No 15.0 33.3

Games: Yes 80.0 46.7
No 20.0 40.0

*
Child's Behaviour : Yes 72.5 26.7

No 27.5 60.0

School in General: Yes 62.5 46.7
No 37.5 40.0

* p .'.45
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